
Hat Cake
W I T H  J U L I E  R O G E R S O N

6” round Madeira sponge cake (3” deep)
250g buttercream
350g chocolate ganache
750g white sugar paste

Materials:
Yellow gel colouring (I used Rainbow Dust
Progel Yellow)
Tylose powder (or CMC)
White flower paste – approx. 50g
Green petal dust (I used Sugarflair Spring
Green)



10” round cake drum
Large serrated knife
Small angled palette knife
Flexible smoother
Large rolling pin
Small rolling pin
Daisy/Sunflower cutters – set of 3 sizes
Sieve or tea strainer
Sharp knife

Equipment:
Pizza cutter
Long ruler (optional)
Kitchen towel
Paintbrushes – large and small
15mm yellow ribbon
Non-toxic glue stick or double-sided tape
Scissors
Cupcake cases or flower formers (x3)

Slice the sponge in half with a large serrated
knife, keeping the domed top in place. Use
buttercream to attach the bottom half of
the sponge to the centre of the cake drum.
Fill with buttercream and add the top half of
the sponge.

Trim around the top of the cake, taking
small amounts of sponge away at a time,
to give an even domed shape.

Add a layer of chocolate ganache and
smooth with a flexible smoother. You
may need to add a second coat of
ganache, once the first layer has set, in
order to achieve a smooth surface.



Colour 250g of white sugar paste with
yellow gel colour, and add 1/4tsp of
Tylose powder

Roll out half of the yellow paste into a
rectangle, approx. 2mm in thickness, and
cut out 2 wide strips (approx. 5cm) and 2
slightly narrower strips..

For the 2 wider strips, turn over and fold
in half, using a piece of torn kitchen towel
to form a bow loop, then fold the end to
form a ‘w’ shape. Turn over one of the
narrower strips over, and fold the long
edges inwards Cut the other strip in half,
trimming a v-shape out of one end and
gathering the other end, to form the
ribbon tails.

Form the bow by wrapping the narrow,
folded strip around the 2 bow loops and
securing with a little water.

Set the bow and tails aside to dry,
supported with kitchen towel, whilst
working on the cake.



For the daisies, roll out white flower paste
to approx. 1mm thickness. Cut out 2
larger flower shapes and 1 smaller flower
shape for each flower. Layer the flower
shapes on top of each other, securing
with a little water. I made 2 flowers with
the large and medium sized cutter, and 1
with the medium and small cutter.

To make the daisy centres, roll small
pieces of yellow sugar paste into a ball,
and press against a sieve/tea strainer to
give texture. Dust a little green colour
into the centre of the white flower and
attach the centre. Leave to dry in a
cupcake case (or flower former if you
have one).

Brush the cake with boiled water to
smooth further, and for attaching the
sugar paste to the ganache.
Mix 500g of white sugar paste with 50g of
the yellow sugar paste to create a pale
yellow colour.

Roll the sugar paste to a thickness of
approx. 2-3mm and drape over the cake,
ensuring it is big enough to cover the
cake and board.

Smooth the paste with your hands, lifting
and smoothing out any pleats. Smooth
the paste over the board, adding a little
water to the board for it to stick.



Trim the excess paste with a sharp knife
around the edge of the cake drum.

Use a flexible smoother to smooth the
paste, and mark the bottom edge of the
cake.

Roll out the remaining darker yellow
paste, and cut into a long strip, to form
the ribbon around the hat. Trim with a
pizza cutter and long ruler (or a ribbon
cutter if you have one).

Roll the strip around a small rolling pin,
and use that to guide the paste around
the bottom edge of the cake, securing
with a little water. Trim at the back with a
sharp knife.



Attach the ribbon tails and bow over the join at the back, using a
little water.

Add ribbon around your board.

Attach the daisies at the front with water,
overlapping slightly.
Trim the edge of the cake drum with
yellow ribbon, using a non-toxic glue stick,
or double-sided tape.




